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AMERICAN RECORD GUIDE 
“Gil Rose directs an outstanding performance.” 

FANFARE 
“The performance is spectacular. This recording is a 
must-have.” 

GRAMOPHONE 
“Conductor Gil Rose and the Boston Modern 
Orchestra Project make the most of a score that 
indulges in thick orchestration and lush, romantic 
textures.” 

MUSICWEB INTERNATIONAL –  
2021 Recordings of the Year 
“Their fine playing is beautifully recorded, too, and 
every word of the fine cast is clearly audible. 
Certainly we owe the BMOP and Odyssey Opera our 
thanks for giving us the change to hear this odd 
delight.” 

OPERA LOUNGE 
“The recording, equipment and sound are just as 
impeccable as the musical implementation of this 
world premiere recording by Gil Rose and the 
excellent orchestra of the Boston Modern Orchestra 
Project.” 

SAN FRANCISCO CLASSICAL VOICE 
“…a pleasing new compilation of three contrasting 
Barber pieces from Gil Rose and his Boston Modern 
Orchestra Project.” 

 

 

ARNOLD ROSNER THE CHRONICLE OF NINE [1081] 
Megan Pachecano, soprano 
James Demler, baritone 
David Salsbery Fry, bass 
Aaron Engebreth, baritone 
Krista River, mezzo-soprano 
Eric Carey, tenor 
William Hite, tenor 
Rebecca Krouner, contralto 
Stephanie Kacoyanis, contralto 
Gene Stenger, tenor 

BOSTON MODERN ORCHESTRA PROJECT 
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The Chronicle of Nine: The Tragedy of Queen Jane is in the 
copious tradition of operas about thrones and those who 
jockey around them: in this case concerning the character of 
Lady Jane Grey (ca. 1537–1554), whose marriage and 
ascendancy were arranged more or less in spite of her, and 
who was overthrown and ultimately condemned by the forces 
of the (rightful) Mary (Tudor). Performed and recorded for 
the first time by BMOP, this release uncovers a neglected 
masterpiece of American opera. 

 
BMOP/sound, the label of the acclaimed 
Boston Modern Orchestra Project, 
explores the evolution of the music 
formerly known as classical. Its eclectic 
catalog offers both rediscovered classics 
of the 20th Century and the music of 
today’s most influential and innovative 
composers. BMOP/sound gives 
adventurous listeners a singular 
opportunity to explore the music that is 
defining this generation and the next. 


